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also prove that the system is almost surely asymptotically stable with respect o a 
ball around the origin and that there exists a measure invariant under the adjoint 
Feller semigroup. For the hyperbolic system we present existence and uniqueness 
of weak solutions and some regularity properties thereof. Some unsolved stability 
questions will be discussed. 
The Asymptotic Behavior of the Solution of the Parabolic Equation with 
Coefficients Depending on a Parameter 
A.D. Borisenko, K iev  University,  USSR 
We consider the Cauchy problem in the region R7 = {(u, x): u c [0, t); x ~ Rn}: 
n 02 
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where 
k=l  
b ~, (u, x) = T '%, (  ur, xT1/2), gr (x )  = 4~-'( r'/:)g(xT'/~), 
0(r) being a regular changeable function of order a > 0, T a real parameter. 
Under conditions of the existence of the solution Vr(u, x) of the Cauchy problem 
(1) and existence and uniqueness, for any T> 0, of the solution of the stochastic 
differential equation 
d~T(s) = br(s, ~r(s))ds + ~T(S, ~T(S)) dwr(s), 
bT(U, X) = {bri(u, x); i = 1, n}, 
err(u, x) = {~rT(u, X); i, k = 1, n}, WT(U) = T-'/2w(uT), 
w(u) being n-dimensional Wiener process, we obtained sufficient conditions for 
convergence of Vr(u, x), as T~ oc to the solution of the integral equation 
V(u,x)= f F (y)P( t -u ,x ,  dy) 
3 R"  
I' ; +i)t ds 4) Y lYl"V(s,Y)P(s-u,x, dy), 
u R n 
where P(u, x, A) is the transition probability of the solution of the stochastic equation 
d~7(s) = ~(r/(s)) d~(s), 
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~(X) = {#/j(X); i,j = 1, n} 6-i~(x) being some piecewise constant function and ~(s) 
some n-dimensional Wiener process. 
Discontinuous Evolutionary Stochastic Systems 
G. Butsan, Mathematical Institute of Ukrainian Academy of Science, Kiev, USSR 
Let X'~, 0~ < s ~< t~ < T< oo, be a stochastic multiplicative volutionary operator 
system without discontinuities of the second kind in mean square, with independent 
increments X',~ ,, 0<~ s = to<~ t~ <~... <~ t~o = t<~ T, which satisfies the evolutionary 
equation X~X'~ = X'~, X~ = I (mod P), 0 <~ s <~ r ~< t<~ T (I  is the identity operator) 
and EX'~ = xt~ has bounded variation in operator norm. 
Theorem 1. (i) VX'~ : : l y ' :  y~-  y~= ~(X)'~ = l im~' , .~  ¢X '~ - I )  where Y'o 
= \ tk  1 
is a stochastic operator process with independent additive increments without 
discontinuities of the second kind. (ii) " -m l lm,~ I]kZl ( Y',~ , + I) = X'~ when 
maxl<~k~,,.(tk--/k-i)-->0, /I"-->OO. Here the product ffI is considered in increasing 
order of index k from left to right and the limit is considered in mean square. 
Theorem 2. X's is the unique solution of stochastic integral equation X's= 
xs+ sXsdYox~,  whereys=EYs ,  Ys=Ys-y~, l im~ ~I(Y',~ +I )=x , .  
Corollary. The correspondence ~ between the set ~ [0, T] of all stochastic muhiplicative 
evolutionary operator systems and the set 2¢'[0, T] of all stochastic operator processes 
with independent additive increments on [0, T] in Theorem 1 is one-to-one. 
On Stochastic Flows with Jumps 
Tsukasa Fujiwara, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan 
Several authors [1,2,3] have studied Brownian motion on the group of 
diffeomorphisms. In this talk, we discuss L6vy processes on the semigroup of 
continuous maps C(M, M), where M is a smooth manifold. 
Our main objective is to clarify the relationship between the C(M, M)-L6vy 
process and the stochastic differential equation which may govern it. 
First, we construct the process by means of a stochastic differential equation of 
jump type which is based on a Brownian motion in the space of vector fields on M 
and a Poisson point process on C(M, M).  
Conversely, we show that C(M, M)-L6vy process can be represented asa solution 
of the same type of stochastic differential equation. 
Roughly speaking, the continuous part of the process is controlled by the Brownian 
motion and the jump part is controlled by the Poisson point process. 
